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Abstract

In this study the researchers used the results of students’ alternative to practical knowledge of Chemistry and their tests of theoretical knowledge of Chemistry to predict students’ performance in Chemistry in MOCK-SSCE. This study adopted the expost facto design. All the SS two Chemistry students constitute the population for this study. Out of 33 schools only 15 schools met the requirement for selection as a science secondary school. Eight of these schools with a science student population of 128 (Male =64; female =64) were randomly selected and used for this study. The instruments used for this study were the students’ alternative to test of practical knowledge of Chemistry (SATPKC) and the students’ tests of theoretical knowledge of Chemistry (STTKC). These instruments were developed by the researchers and administered to the SS 2 science students. The reliabilities of the instruments were established during the pilot study using test – retest method. The reliability was calculated using Kuder Richardson (K –R21) and was found to be .94 for SATPKC and .89 for STTKC. The data for answering research questions were analyzed using the mean scores. Using multiple regression analysis for the hypotheses, the results show that male and as well female students’ performance in a test of theoretical knowledge in Chemistry do not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry theory examination. Male and female students’ SATPKC score could not significantly predict their MOCK-SSCE mean practical scores. The overall relationship between SATPKC, MOCK-SSCE practical and MOCK-SSCE theory for male as well as female students were not significant. It was recommended that Principals of schools should ensure that both male and female science students are actively involved in practical work weekly as it will go a long way to enhance their performance during practical test and that efforts aimed at bridging the gaps between theory and practical performance of students in secondary school chemistry should not be gender discriminatory among others.
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1. Introduction

Laboratory experiments (activities) are characteristic features of science teaching at all levels of education (Adane & Adams, 2011). They serve as indispensable parts (components) in this regard since origin of the use of laboratory methods in science teaching long time ago (Garnett, Garnett & Hacking, 1995; Hofstein & Lunetta, 2004; Hofstein & Mamlok-Naaman, 2007; Borrmann, 2008; Fisher, Harrison, Hrnderson & Holston, 1998). Nowadays, it is rare to find any science course without a substantial component of laboratory activity in teaching institutions. During such laboratory experiments, students are provided with specimens or work guide (manual) and some sort of equipments which help them to investigate scientific problems in order to understand theories and principles of science subjects (Adane & Adams, 2011). Students have a lot to benefit from practical which may include increasing students’ interest and abilities in science subjects as well as their achievement in science (Bryant & Edumt, 1987; Emoyi, 2006; Pavesic, 2008). Demonstrations by instructors can also be used as an option to support theories and lectures given in class rooms in institutions without adequate facilities to let students do the experiments by themselves (Agbo & Mankilik, 1999; McKee, 2007). However, as stated by Tobin (1990) and Ikeobi (2004), meaningful learning is possible from a given laboratory experiments if the students are given ample opportunities to operate equipments and materials that help them to construct their knowledge of phenomena and related scientific concepts. There are reports that emphasize teaching a science with the help of laboratory experiments.
to be more enjoyable and stimulating to students than teaching the same subject matter only through lecture (Hofstein, 2004; Teibo, 2001). Similar to other science subjects, teaching Chemistry is also supported by laboratory experiments (practical sessions) (Reid & Shah, 2007). The original reason for development of chemistry laboratories (experiments) was the need to produce skilled technicians for industry and highly competent workers for research laboratories (Morrell, 1969). Chemistry practical classes (experiments) are believed to help students in understanding theories and chemical principles which are difficult or abstract. Moreover, they offer several opportunities to students. Some of these opportunities include handling chemicals safely and with confidence, gain hands-on experience in using instruments and apparatus, develop scientific thinking and enthusiasm to chemistry, develop basic manipulative and problem solving skills, gain opportunities to students as investigators of the experimental work, identify chemical hazards and learn to assess and control risks associated with chemicals (Lagowski, 2002; Pickering, 1987; Carduff & Reid, 2003; Ravishankar & Ladage, 2009).

There are two extreme thoughts regarding the importance of Chemistry laboratory experiments. The first one is that in traditional approaches, little opportunity is given to the student initiatives or circumstance. In this approach, all the laboratory procedures are carefully listed in the provided manual, and frequently the student is simply asked to fill in a well planned report template. At the end of a laboratory session, students have no real opportunity of understanding or learning the process of doing Chemistry. This situation is similar to what obtains in alternative to practical in Nigeria or learning the process of doing Chemistry. This situation is yearly. Such students' results in SSCE and MOCK-SSCE are often sent down in comprehensive form in the final grade. The scores of students in test of practical and theory aspects are not shown. However, in MOCK-SSCE conducted by the State, the raw scores of the two aspects of Chemistry could easily be obtained separately to allow for comparison of the students’ performance in the two major aspects of Chemistry examinations. In MOCK-SSCE, students are tested in theory of practical (i.e. alternative to practical) knowledge instead of the real practical work. Could the results of students obtained in the test of practical and theoretical knowledge of Chemistry predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE on the basis of gender? It is against this background that the researchers undertake this study to find out if the students’ performance in tests of practical and theoretical knowledge of Chemistry could predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE on the basis of their gender.

There are indications at all levels of education in Nigeria that females are grossly underrepresented in terms of enrollment, participation and achievement in science, technology and Mathematics education (Okeke, 1990; Maduabum, 2006; Anaekwu & Nnaka, 2006). The same studies clearly indicate the state of affairs at the secondary level of education in Nigeria that a greater proportion of males enrolled and achieved higher than their female counterparts. Elsewhere observations on the disparity in male-female performance in sciences exist (Ssempala, 2005; Hodson, 1999). Studies carried out by Tamir (1982) and Burns (1987) in Israel and New Zealand respectively, have also shown that male students outperformed their female counterparts in the physical sciences. The report of similar study conducted by Anderson (1987) indicated that in America, there were too few women in the sciences and related professions like Engineering and Technology.

Okeke (1990), reported that boys perform better than girls on physical science questions and high level questions (application, analysis and synthesis) whereas girls do as well as,
or better than boys on questions in Biological sciences and lower level (knowledge, recall and comprehension) questions. Research study carried out by Mari (2001) focused mostly on the effect of gender factors on students’ understanding of science process skills in science learning among junior secondary schools students in some eleven (11) selected junior secondary schools (classes 1 – 3) from Zaria and Sabon Gari Local Government Areas of Kaduna State. The target was 330 students that were chosen through the stratified sampling method. The results show that: (1) the subjects possessed low understanding of science process skills. (2) The female students were significantly better in their understanding of science process skills than their male counterparts. (3) There was significant difference between the male and female students in their ability to solve problems requiring their understanding of the process skills as pre-requisites for achievement in Biology.

The findings on gender as reviewed focused on several variables affecting performance of students in science. None has looked specifically at the practical styles the students have been exposed to, in relation to students' performance in chemistry and on the basis of their gender. Therefore, it is also of interest to find out if the relationship changes with sex of students in MOCK-SSCE Examination in Ogbadibo Local Government Area of Benue State.

Research Questions

The following research question guided the study:

What is the pattern of SS II male and female students’ mean performance in tests of practical and theoretical knowledge of Chemistry as well as their MOCK-SSCE practical and theory Chemistry examinations?

Hypotheses

The following null hypotheses were formulated at 0.05 alpha level of significance and guided the study.

1. SS II male students’ mean performance in a test of practical knowledge in Chemistry does not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examination.

2. SS II female students’ performance in a test of practical knowledge in Chemistry does not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examination.

3. SS II male students’ mean performance in a test of theoretical knowledge in Chemistry does not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examination.

4. SS II female students’ mean performance in a test of theoretical knowledge in Chemistry does not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examination.

2. Materials and Methods

This study has adopted the exposit facto design. This is due to the fact that the researchers intend to identify the level which one variable can predict a second related variable and the respondents were not subjected to treatment but simply after what they know already. In this study; the researchers used the results of students’ alternative to practical knowledge of Chemistry and their tests of theoretical knowledge of Chemistry to predict students’ performance in Chemistry in MOCK-SSCE.

The population of the study consists of all senior secondary school 2 science students from Government grant – aided schools and privately owned schools that offer Chemistry in WAEC and NECO SSCE. SS 2 Chemistry students were used for this study. The criteria for selecting the population of the study were that the schools must have presented students for MOCK-SSCE in Chemistry for at least four years. MOCK-SSCE Examination is written in Benue State Nigeria by only SS 2 students.

There are 33 schools in the Local Government Area with a total population of 374 science students. Out of these 33 schools only 15 schools met the requirement for selection as a science secondary school. Eight of these schools with a science student population of 128 were randomly selected and used for this study. The criteria used for the selection of these schools include the fact that three of the schools must be from each of the three districts that constitute the study area, (2) the schools must offer all the three science subjects (Biology, Chemistry and Physics), and (3) the schools must have also presented students for SSCE for at least four years. It is on these bases that the eight schools were selected. In this study, 128 students (64 males and 64 females), that is, about 65% of the total population of 197 were used and have equal representation in the sampled schools. Proportionate random sampling technique was adopted to select the male and female students from the different schools. This is because this method of sampling gives each member of the population a fair and equal chance of being chosen.

The instruments used for this study were the Students’ Alternative to Test of Practical Knowledge of Chemistry (SATPKC) and the Students’ Tests of Theoretical Knowledge of Chemistry (STTKC). These instruments were developed by the researchers and administered to the SS 2 science students. Section A of SATPKC contains personal data of the respondents. Section B consists of 20 questions on students’ alternative to tests of practical knowledge of Chemistry (SATPKC). Each question has four options lettered A – D. The respondents were asked to choose the correct option and circle the letter that bears the correct option.

Section B of STTKC also contains 20 items while section A contains the personal data. Each item has four options lettered A – D. The respondents were asked to choose the correct option and circle the letter that bears the correct option.

MOCK-SSCE Examination is conducted in Benue State in all schools prior to May/June SSCE. The examination which is conducted centrally by Benue State Examination Board in Nigeria cuts across all subjects offered in the schools including Chemistry. The questions for this public and all important examination are generated during item writing
workshops often organized by Benue State Examinations Board in conjunction with Teaching Service Board and Ministry of Education Headquarters, Makurdi. The questions so generated are kept in the questions Bank. Various subject teachers are used for the generation of these questions. The questions, SATPKC and STTKC are set, taking into cognizance the bloom taxonomy of education and in accordance with the syllabuses of WAEC and NECO examination bodies.

To ensure the validity of the instruments, the following measures were employed. It was ensured that questions were not ambiguous, double barrelled statements were avoided. Content and face validity were carried out by experts in science education with Table of specification attached. Specifically, three science education experts and one in measurement and evaluation did the validation.

The reliabilities of the instruments were established during the pilot study using test – retest method. It was administered in a school outside those sampled for the main study to 20 students. The reliability was calculated using Kuder Richardson (K-R21) and was found to be .94 for SATPKC and .89 for STTKC. These values were considered good enough to guarantee the use of the instruments.

With the permission from the school principals and the assistance of the science teachers, the questions on the two aspects of Chemistry (i.e. theory and practical) were administered by the researcher on the sampled students. The two sets of scores from students’ alternative to tests of practical knowledge of Chemistry and students’ tests of theoretical knowledge of Chemistry were collected and recorded. The performance scores of the students in MOCK-SSCE of the sampled students in these two areas were collated.

The scores obtained from the respondents on the tests on alternative to practical knowledge of Chemistry and theoretical knowledge of Chemistry were used to predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE collected from Benue State Examinations Board, Makurdi. The data answering research questions were analyzed using the mean statistics. Multiple regression was used for analysis to determine the extent to which the dependent variable were predicted. Thus all the hypotheses were tested using the result from the multiple regression.

### 3. Results

Presentation of results in this study is according to research question and hypotheses.

#### 3.1. Research Question One

What is the pattern of male and female students’ mean performance in test of practical and theoretical knowledge of Chemistry as well as their MOCK-SSCE practical and theory Chemistry examinations?

Table 1 reveals that mean score for males and females are 8.7812, 7.7031 for SATPKC; 8.0156, 7.4219 for STTKC; 11.1408, 10.5625 for MOCK practical; 7.3906, 7.4375 for MOCK theory respectively. Thus consistently the males outperformed the females except in MOCK-SSCE theory examination where there appear to be a tie. However, the standard deviation for the same examination (MOCK-SSCE theory) shows that the males had a better spread out scores compared to the females.

#### 3.2. Hypotheses

**Hypothesis 1:** SS II male students’ mean performance in a test of practical knowledge in Chemistry does not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examination.

Table 2 shows that a t value of .296 is only significant at .768 which is higher than .05 (or 95% confidence level). This implies that male mean score in SATPKC could not significantly predict their MOCK-SSCE mean practical scores. The null hypothesis is therefore retained. Secondly, MOCK practical only contributed 3.9% (i.e. .039) of the total variance, hence it could not significantly predict their MOCK-SSCE mean practical scores.

**Hypothesis 2:** SS II male students’ mean performance in a test of theoretical knowledge in Chemistry does not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examination.

Table 3 shows that a t value of .395 is only significant at .694 which is higher than .05 (or 95% confidence level). However, the standard deviation for the same examination (MOCK-SSCE theory) shows that the males had a better spread out scores compared to the females.
(Table 4) Predictive values of mean MOCK Practical and MOCK Theory scores on SATPKC for female students from Multiple Regression analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exam</th>
<th>Beta value</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOCK Practical</td>
<td>.076</td>
<td>.593</td>
<td>.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOCK Theory</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.249</td>
<td>.804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Dependent variable: STTCK
*Selecting only cases for which gender = female

Hypothesis 4: SS II female students’ mean performance in a test of theoretical knowledge in Chemistry does not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examination.

Table 5: ANOVA of relationship between mean MOCK Practical, MOCK Theory and STTKC scores of female students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>1.335</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.589</td>
<td>.227</td>
<td>.798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>271.602</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2.597</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>272.938</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Predictors: Constant, MOCK Theory, MOCK Practical
*Dependent variable: STTCK
*Selecting only cases for which gender = female
*R² = .007

4. Discussion of Findings

The finding of this study which shows that SS II male students’ performance in a test of practical knowledge in Chemistry could not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examinations is in disagreement with Mari (2001) who confirmed that male students’ performance in a test of practical Biology enhanced male students’ performance in NECO/SSCE Biology practical. Akpa (2005) made similar finding. It also contradicts Okeke (1990, 2002) who affirmed that male students’ performance in a test of practical aspect of Physics influence their practical performance in WASSCE Physics in 1989. The result from the present study departed remarkably from some previous findings probably because of the way examinations are conducted/monitored in schools. Most schools see examination as a do or die affair and go all out to ensure pass at all cost even when they do not have the ability. Such examinations include all external ones like WAEC/SSCE, NECO/SSCE and MOCK-SSCE. Since Mock-SSCE is one of the variables in the present study, one may not be surprised at the contradictory report. Most probably examination malpractices may have been conditioned in some resulting in unrelated scores from the different examinations.

Another finding in this study is that male students’ performance in a test of theoretical knowledge in Chemistry does not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examinations. This finding disagrees with Idoko (2005) that male students’ performance in practical work enhances their performance in practical science examinations. It also contradicts Usman (2000) who found that male students’ performance in a test of practical activities significantly predict their performance in practical activities when exposed to NISTEP mode of teaching. This finding is also in line with Idoko (2005) who affirmed that theoretical knowledge in science does not significantly influence students’ performance in practical aspect of science as well as that of Emoyi (2006) who had similar finding in physics. Also, in disagreement with this finding, is the work of Amoo (2000) who found that theoretical knowledge of science enhances students’ performance in the practical aspect of science. However, the last two works cited did not lay emphasis on gender. Also, when practical are not handled the way it ought to be, it is not likely that performance it will correlate positively with the performance in the theoretical aspect. Another result from the study shows that female students’ performance in a test of theoretical knowledge in Chemistry does not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examination. This finding disagrees with Asoegwu (2008) who found that female students’ performance in a test of practical knowledge in Biology predicted their performance in NECO Biology practical. Also, the finding contradicts that of Usman (2000) who found that female students’ performance in practical aspect of Biology internal examination enhanced their performance in external examinations.

Another finding in this study shows that SS II female students’ performance in a test of theoretical knowledge in Chemistry could not significantly predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE Chemistry practical examination. This finding disagrees with Mari (2001) who found that female student’s performance in a test of theoretical knowledge in Physics significantly predicted their performance in MOCK-SSCE practical Physics. Also, this finding contradicts Okebukola (1997) who found that female students’ performance in a test of theoretical knowledge in Agricultural Science do significantly predict their performance in Agricultural Science theory in WASSCE 1999.
5. Conclusions and Recommendations

It can be concluded from this study that irrespective of gender, students score in test of practical and theoretical knowledge of chemistry could not predict their performance in MOCK-SSCE theory and practical examinations. Based on the findings of this research, the following recommendations were made.

The Principals of schools should ensure that both male and female science students are actively involved in practical works weekly giving everybody opportunity to participate irrespective of gender. This will go a long way to enhance their knowledge during practical.

Government should provide educational facilities and learning materials especially laboratory equipment to meet the needs of students during their study in theory and practical science particularly in Chemistry. Since this places students at a level to acquire both scientific skills and gain familiarity with the equipments, a particular sex should not have access more than the other as the knowledge gained during this stage is considered foundational.
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